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Abstract
This paper describes a novel approach for inspecting trans-

parent objects. Since the underlying optical setup is based on a
schlieren setup, any defect can be detected that leads to the de-
flection or extinction of incident light rays. By capturing a light
field image of a defect-free transparent object and by illuminating
objects under test with that very light field, the proposed inspec-
tion system can visualize defects by acquiring a single inspection
image only. In order to evaluate the presented approach, a physi-
cally based rendering framework is used. It is extended by models
and implementations of the necessary emitter and sensor plug-
ins. Simulation experiments with virtual scenes that consist of a
double-convex lens affected by different types of defects are the
basis for a qualitative evaluation of the proposed method. The re-
sults show that a single image acquired with the described method
is sufficient to test transparent objects for defects that cause the
deflection or extinction of rays, e.g., enclosed absorbing or scat-
tering impurities, shape anomalies, differences of the index of re-
fraction and 3D-misalignments.

1 Introduction
Transparent objects play an important role in many industrial

fields. They are used as lenses in optical systems, as windshields
for automobiles or to guide laser beams in eye surgery. Obvi-
ously, such applications make high demands on the quality of the
employed transparent components: they have to be free from ab-
sorbing or scattering impurities and their 3D-surface shape has
to be accurately manufactured [11]. There exist machine vision
methods for reliably finding absorbing particles in transparent ma-
terials. However, detecting shape anomalies of transparent ob-
jects is more difficult and still poses challenging problems since
elaborated methods like laser triangulation or deflectometry re-
quire opaque, respectively, specular surfaces. Also differences in
the index of refraction are hard to detect. Schlieren setups (see
Sec. 1.1) have been successfully employed to perform deflecto-
metric measurements of the surfaces of transparent objects. Yet,
these methods require multiple images to reconstruct the whole
surface, what renders them unusable for performing visual inspec-
tion in a production site (see Sec. 2). In summary, a method al-
lowing a fast inspection of the deflection characteristics of trans-
parent objects still has to be found. In Sec. 3, this contribution
introduces a novel way of inversely using a schlieren setup for in-
specting transparent objects. Although some of the required light
field components are already available, they still lack the accu-
racy necessary for automated visual inspection applications. This
is why no prototype has been built yet and no real experiments
have been conducted. Instead, an adequately constructed model

(see Sec. 4.2) and different simulations using computer graphics
state the method’s capabilities (see Sec. 5). Further considerations
cope with the practical feasibility of the method (see Sec. 6).

1.1 Conventional schlieren setup
The conventional schlieren setup (see Fig. 1) has originally

been introduced in order to visualize local differences of the index
of refraction inside transparent media [2, 15]. A point light source
is placed in the focal point of a lens L1 to illuminate the test object
with a collimated light beam. Any change of the index of refrac-
tion not oriented parallel to the collimated light beam will result in
a local deflection of incident rays. A second lens L2 placed behind
the test object focuses the light beam. If a light ray is deflected
by an angle α inside the measurement range, it will be subject to
a certain translation normal to the optical axis at the focal plane
of L2. The translation is proportional to the deflection angle α .
A so-called schlieren stop that is placed in the focal plane of L2
acts like a filter selecting certain deflection angles. For example in
the setup shown in Fig. 1, only rays deflected upwards (red ray in
Fig. 1) inside the measurement range are able to pass the schlieren
stop and to contribute to the image formed on the sensor. Acquir-
ing images for different configurations of the schlieren stop allows
to successively capture the spatial distribution of deflection angles
inside the measurement range.

LS L1 L2 SS Sensor

Optical
axis

Deflection
event

Figure 1. Conventional schlieren setup: The lens L1 collimates the light

of the point light source LS. The second lens L2 collects the parallel beam

bundle. Any deflection event occurring between L1 and L2 results in rays

that miss the focal point of L2. Depending on the direction and amount of

deflection, the respective rays pass the schlieren stop SS (red ray) or get

blocked (green ray).

2 Related work
Schlieren setups are used in many fields for the inspection of

optical deflection events. With respect to the study of transparent
objects there are mainly two relevant previous contributions:
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Wetzstein et al. introduce the term light field background ori-
ented schlieren photography [21]. They utilize a specially manu-
factured background illumination that spectrally encodes the di-
rection and the spatial location of the emitted light rays. This
background illumination is observed with a camera through a
transparent object. The observed colors allow to infer information
about the refractive effects taking place on or inside the transpar-
ent object. However, they provide no quantitative results. In order
to use their proposed method for the visual inspection of a trans-
parent test object, further processing steps would be required in
order to perform a complete reconstruction.

Sudhakar et al. try to capture the so-called deflection map
of transparent objects [16]. This map spatially resolves the de-
flection rays undergo when exiting the investigated object at the
respective surface location. They employ a schlieren deflectome-
ter capable of illuminating the test object with collimated light
beams that are tilted by an adjustable degree with respect to the
optical axis. For this purpose they employ a spatial light mo-
dulator (SLM) that acts like a binary mask and allows to realize
arbitrary patterns of point light sources. This ensemble of point
lights is placed in the focal plane of a lens and so yields the men-
tioned colliamted light beams. They use a telecentric camera sys-
tem to observe the rays deflected by the transparent test object. By
this means, they only image such rays that are turned parallel to
the optical axis by the deflections occurring inside the test object.
They make use of a compressive sensing approach to successively
capture the whole deflection map of the inspected object. The ac-
quired information could be used to reconstruct the object and to
test it for defects. However, their proposed method requires mul-
tiple images in order to obtain all necessary information. There-
fore, the method is not suitable for inspecting transparent objects
in a production site where the inspection time is a crucial system
parameter.

Recently, some novel inspection methods based on inverse il-
lumination approaches have been proposed in the literature. Tech-
niques like inverse fringe projection [3, 14], inverse patterns for
deflectometric inspection [18] and comparative digital hologra-
phy [1, 12] are able to directly highlight differences in the shape
of two objects. Defect detection by comparing the actual state of
a test object with the desired nominal state of a defect-free refer-
ence object is a standard task in industrial inspection. In the case
of fringe projection and deflectometry, the shape information of a
preceding measurement is used to compute an inverse structured
light pattern of the reference object which is then used to evaluate
a test object. If the reference object and the test object are identi-
cal, a predefined undistorted pattern is obtained. Otherwise, shape
differences are directly highlighted by local geometric distortions
in the projected pattern. In the case of holography techniques for
object comparison, the coherent optical wave field of the refer-
ence object is obtained by digital holography. By illuminating the
test object with the coherent mask of the reference object, differ-
ences in the shape between the two objects are directly visible in
the inspection image. Another inverse illumination technique is
proposed in [6], which is motivated by light transport inversion
in a projector-camera-system. This technique is able to directly
highlight shape and reflectance differences in the inspection im-
age with high contrast-to-noise ratio. All the described inspec-
tion techniques adapt the illuminating light field to the desired
nominal state of the inspection task. Hence, the captured inspec-

tion images directly highlight differences from the nominal state
and therefore reduce the effort of defect detection through digital
image processing or signal processing. This means that feature
extraction for defect detection partly takes place in the optical do-
main, i.e., during image formation.

3 Optical setup
The method presented in this contribution is a two-step ap-

proach that requires a completely intact instance of the type of
object that is to be inspected.

At first, the intact object instance is illuminated with a col-
limated light beam. The difference between the object’s index of
refraction and that of the surrounding medium results in a deflec-
tion of the incident rays out of their parallel orientation. A light
field sensor placed at a certain distance ∆ from the object captures
the light field L consisting of the deflected light rays (see Fig. 2).
For first considerations, this sensor is not supposed to represent a
physically existing equivalent.

The observed light field L now allows to test another object
of the same type for defects by means of the following approach.
A light field emitter emits the light field L . If that emitter is
placed exactly at a distance ∆ from a defect-free test object, this
object will transform any incident light rays into rays running par-
allel to the opitcal axis. Conversely, any difference of the inves-
tigated object to the intact object instance will result in rays that
are either blocked or that do not run parallel to the optical axis.
A telecentric camera system focused on the test object produces
an image where bright pixels represent intact object parts. Rays
that passed a defect and therefore do not run parallel to the optical
axis get blocked by the telecentric stop and result in dark regions
in the captured image. Figure 3 shows an example optical path for
both defect-free and defective object parts. Since the test object
is focused by the camera, dark image structures allow to infer the
defective object parts.

The proposed setup is capable of inspecting the whole object
volume by acquiring a single image only. As no tomographic
methods are applied, there is no need to rotate the test object. The
inverse schlieren method visualizes any kind of defect that results
in changed optical paths of the incident light rays with respect to
those passing the intact reference object. Example defects that
can be visualized by the proposed approach are:

• enclosed contaminants (e.g., opaque particles, air bubbles,
cracks),

• defects affecting the 3D-structure,
• inhomogeneities of the index of refraction and
• misalignments with respect to the 3D-position.

4 Simulation environment
The physically based rendering framework Mitsuba [8] al-

lows to simulate the proposed approach. The following two sec-
tions give details concerning the framework and the introduced
plugins respectively.

4.1 Rendering framework
Figure 4 shows a sketch of the basic framework components.

Every simulation using this framework consists of a sensor, at
least one light source and one or more shapes (e.g., spheres, rect-
angles or triangle meshes) that can be combined to represent arbi-
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Figure 2. Optical setup for capturing the light field L formed by an in-

tact reference test object. A light source LS and a lens realize a collimated

illumination.
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Figure 3. Optical setup for testing another test object instance by means

of emitting the previously acquired light field L and capturing an inspection

image using a telecentric camera system. Any defect affecting the test object

that deflects or blocks incident rays will result in a dark region in the inspec-

tion image since the respective rays do not run parallel to the optical axis and

thus get blocked by the telecentric stop.

trary objects. The framework can be extended by adding custom
plugins (sensors, emitters, etc.), which have to implement the re-
spective plugin interface.

Sensor plugins have to compute the ray of sight

r(α) = o+α ·d , (1)

that corresponds to a given continuous pixel sample p=
(

px, py
)T

and if necessary to an additional aperture sample p′ =
(

p′x, p′y
)T.

For every computed ray of sight r(α), the renderer checks the
scene (i.e., the shapes and emitters) for intersections with r(α). If
r(α) reaches a light source that emits a radiance L in the respec-
tive direction, L is iteratively multiplied with the reflectance spec-
tra of the objects that reflected the respective ray. The resulting
radiance is added to the corresponding pixel. The renderer traces
rays for different pixel and aperture samples until the synthesized
image converges to its final state.

4.2 Introduced plugins
For simulating the proposed approach, the necessary optical

components have to be modeled. For this purpose, the rendering
framework is extended by the following plugins:

• A telecentric camera plugin that is parameterized like real
physical cameras and that accounts for depth of field effects.

Sensor

Renderer Scene
Shapes

EmittersFilm

Figure 4. Main components of the employed rendering framework Mitsuba

and their interactions (adapted from [13]).

• A light field sensor plugin capturing incident light fields.
• A light field emitter plugin that allows emitting an arbitrary

light field.
• A parallel emitter plugin that can be attached to an arbitrary

shape and emits rays inside a definable cone.

The following sections conceptually describe the individual plug-
ins. Implementation details are left out for the sake of simplicity.

Telecentric camera This plugin models an image-sided tele-
centric camera system as shown in Fig. 5. For given pixel sample
p = (px, py)

T and aperture sample p′ = (p′x, p′y)
T, the resulting

ray of sight r(α) can be calculated using the following steps: At
first, the samples p and p′ are mapped to the corresponding po-
sitions s = (sx,sy)

T on the sensor plane and a = (ax,ay)
T on the

aperture plane (i.e., the plane of the telecentric stop) respectively.
Based on s, the lens’ focal length f and image plane distance b,
the focused point w = (wx,wy,wz)

T is calculated using the thin
lens formula [7]

1
f
=

1
wz

+
1
b
⇔ wz =

(
1
f
− 1

b

)−1
(2)

and the intercept theorem(
wx
wy

)
=−1

b

(
wzsx
wzsy

)
. (3)

If o denotes the intersection of the lens with the ray running
through s and a, the sought-after ray of sight is given by

r(α) = o+α · (w−o) . (4)

Figure 5 visualizes the calculation for the x-coordinate.
The parameters of the proposed model directly represent the

parameters of real telecentric camera systems. The model also
covers depth of field effects since it accounts for the size of the
sensor elements and for the aperture diameter D.

Light field sensor The light field sensor plugin is an abstract
plugin that has no physically corresponding sensor. Its main pur-
pose is to capture the light field passing through a certain region
in space.

The plugin uses a lensless design that consists of common
sensor pixels. These pixels are grouped into so-called spatial el-
ements that define square regions on the sensor plane. Figure 6
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Sensor LensTelecentric stop
with diameter 

Figure 5. Optical concept of the introduced telecentric camera plugin: The

ray of sight r(α) corresponding to the sensor position s and the aperture po-

sition a is calculated using the thin lens formula and the intercept theorem.

The image plane distance b and the lens’ focal length f are the optical pa-

rameters of the camera system.

visualizes the basic layout of the light field sensor. The spa-
tial elements convey the spatial information of the light field and
the underlying pixels—the so-called angular elements—convey
the angular information about rays passing through the respec-
tive spatial element. The parameters fully describing the light
field sensor are the pixel size, the number of pixels in x- and y-
direction and the angular resolution, i.e., the number of angular
elements inside a spatial element.

In order to determine the ray of sight r(α) = o+α · d for
a pixel sample p = (px, py)

T, the following steps have to be per-
formed: Since the spatial elements encode the light field’s spatial
component, o is the center of the spatial element corresponding
to p. The relative position of p inside its spatial element encodes
the angle of the ray of sight with respect to the sensor plane. In
order to avoid the introduction of further parameters, the direction
d of r(α) is defined as follows: The pixel alignment inside a spa-
tial element is projected onto a hemisphere with radius 1 located
beneath the sensor plane (see Fig. 7). The vector originating at
the position on the hemisphere of the projected point and going
through o denotes the direction d. Any point p missing the hemi-

sphere, i.e., for which
√

p2
x + p2

y ≥ 1 is assigned the pixel value 0.

Setting the parameters of r(α) in this way results in a variable an-
gular resolution inside the spatial elements. Because of the pro-
jection onto the hemisphere, the angular resolution decreases for
an increasing distance of p from the center of the spatial element.

As this model is based on a common two-dimensional sen-
sor, it can be directly realized as a Mitsuba sensor plugin and the
captured light field can be stored as a convenient image file. The
choice of the angular and spatial resolution is free.

Light field emitter The light field emitter plugin is the counter-
part of the light field sensor plugin described before. It requires
an image file providing the light field to emit and suitable spatial
and angular resolution parameters. Besides, the size of the pixels
has to be specified.

For any query from the renderer consisting of a position q on
the emitter and a direction d of the incident ray, the correspond-
ing radiance has to be read from the image file. As for the light

Spatial element

Angular element

Figure 6. Layout of the introduced light field sensor plugin showing the

concept of spatial elements and angular elements.

Spatial element

Figure 7. Computation of the ray of sight inside a spatial element of

the introduced light field sensor: The figure shows a projection onto the

(xs,zs)-plane. The sensor sample p is projected onto a hemisphere with ra-

dius 1 located under the sensor plane. The projected point determines the

direction of the ray of sight r(α) originating from the center o of the respec-

tive spatial element.

field sensor plugin, the query ray is assumed to hit the center of a
macro pixel. The projection of the unit vector d

‖d‖ onto the sensor
plane yields the pixel position at which the sought-after radiance
is stored in the light field image. This is equivalent to determining
(px, py)

T for given r(α) and o in Fig. 7.

Parallel emitter At every surface point, the parallel emitter
plugin emits light inside a definable cone centered around the re-
spective surface normal (see Fig. 8). A shape, the maximum tol-
erable angle between the surface normal n and the query direction
d and the radiance L are the only parameters needed.

5 Evaluation
Images of virtual scenes rendered using Mitsuba and the

novel plugins introduced in the previous section are the founda-
tion for the evaluation of the proposed method. A double-convex
lens is the test object. Certain modifications applied to the test
object represent instances of different types of defects. Besides
the inverse schlieren illumination method, also setups using a
common area illumination and the previously introduced parallel
emitter plugin are employed to simulate inspection images. All
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Accepted cone

Arbitrary shape

Figure 8. Concept of the introduced parallel emitter plugin: Every surface

point q emits radiation inside a cone of definable aperture angle centered

around the respective surface normal nq. In this example, light is received

by query direction d1 but not by query direction d2.

Telecentric 
camera system IlluminationTest object

Focused object 
distance

Figure 9. Sketch of the experimental setup: The test object—a double-

convex lens—is illuminated either by a telecentric (i.e., parallel) illumination,

by an area illumination or by the inverse schlieren illumination. The employed

telecentric camera system is focused on the test object.

three setups make use of a telecentric camera system. Figure 9
shows a sketch of the virtual experimental setup. The three dif-
ferent simulated images allow to compare the different inspection
setups against each other.

5.1 Virtual scenes
Every of the created virtual scenes copes with a certain type

of material defect which affects the respective test object. The
following paragraphs show and discuss the resulting simulated
images. Figure 12 shows the simulated images for a defect-free
object instance. Since the telecentric camera captures only rays
that are approximately parallel to the optical axis, only the center
of the test object appears bright in the case of the telecentric il-
lumination. Rays passing the outer regions of the test object are
refracted to such an extent that they get blocked by the telecentric
stop of the camera. The area illumination emits rays in all direc-
tions so that the transparent test object is nearly invisible in the
simulated image. The inverse schlieren method also results in an
image in which the defect-free test object can barely be seen. Due
to the limited resolution of the light field emitter, the test object’s
margins are slightly visible.

Enclosed absorbing impurities This defect type is simulated
by two opaque spheres placed inside the test object. One of the
spheres is located in the test object’s center and the other sphere
is placed near the test object’s boundary. In practice, defects of
this type occur in the form of dust particles or other absorbing
contaminants.

Figure 13 shows the simulated inspection images for the dif-

ferent optical setups. Since an absorbing defect blocks any inci-
dent ray of light, it should be visible in the inspection image if
the respective object region is both illuminated and imaged. This
is why the two defects are clearly visible in the images acquired
under the inverse schlieren illumination and under the area illumi-
nation. The parallel illumination does not reveal the defect located
near the test object’s boundary. This is because the parallel rays
illuminating the test object at the respective position are refracted
to such an extent that they are not captured by the telecentric cam-
era.

Enclosed scattering impurities In order to model enclosed
scattering defects, e.g., enclosed air bubbles, small spheres with
an index of refraction different to that of the test object are placed
inside the test object. The defects’ positions are the same as for
the absorbing impurities covered in the previous paragraph.

Figure 14 shows the simulated inspection images for the dif-
ferent optical setups. Scattering defects result in deflections of
incident rays into multiple directions. This is why these defects
are more clearly visible in the images obtained under the inverse
schlieren illumination and under the parallel illumination. These
two setups—especially the inverse schlieren method—are sensi-
tive to rays which are deflected away from their actual optical
path. As the area illumination emits light rays in multiple direc-
tions, scattering defects are barely visible in the captured image.

Incomplete 3D-shape Parts of two spheres with different sizes
are cut out of the intact double-convex lens by means of construc-
tive solid geometry in order to simulate the respective type of de-
fect [5]. Figure 10 visualizes the test objects of the two virtual
scenes. Since the radius of the sphere that is cut out of the lens
in test object 1 is rather large, this defect should be clearly visible
in all three inspection setups. Conversely, the defect in test object
2 could be hard to detect, as its size is chosen so that its image
on the sensor is smaller than the area of a single pixel. In prac-
tice, surface scratches or cracks represent instances of this type of
defect.

Figure 15 shows the resulting inspection images for test ob-
ject 1. As expected, the defect is clearly visible in all inspec-
tion setups. Only the area illumination and the inverse schlieren
approach allow to determine the correct size of the defect. The
smaller defect in test object 2 is only barely visible in the inspec-
tion image shown in Fig. 11 obtained using the inverse schlieren
method. This defect is not captured by the other two inspection
setups.

Differences of the index of refraction A test object instance
with a modified index of refraction represents another type of de-
fect. Such defects are practically relevant for high-precision opti-
cal materials that require a homogeneous distribution of the index
of refraction [4]. In this virtual scene, the altered index of refrac-
tion is 10% greater than for the intact test object.

Figure 16 shows the resulting inspection images of the differ-
ent optical setups. In the image obtained using the area illumina-
tion, the region belonging to the test object appears slightly darker
since due to the increased index of refraction not all rays of sight
reach the emitter anymore. This is also the case for the parallel
illumination setup. Here, the radius of the bright circle located in
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Figure 10. Virtual scene for simulating defects resulting in an incomplete

3D-shape: By means of constructive solid geometry, a large and a small

sphere is cut out of the test object to simulate defects like cracks or surface

scratches.

Defect

Inverse schlieren approach

Figure 11. Simulated inspection image for test object 2 shown in Fig. 10.

The region inside the red rectangle is magnified to make the subpixel size de-

fect visible. The simulated images for the other inspection setups are omitted

since they do not visualize the defect.

the center is reduced. That is because rays of sight passing the test
object further away from the center are more intensely deflected
and thus reach the emitter with an angle of incidence in which no
light is emitted.

The altered index of refraction results in different deflection
angles of light rays passing all parts of the test object except the
object’s center where the surface normals are parallel to the propa-
gation direction of the light. Thus, the inspection image obtained
using the inverse schlieren method differs to the respective im-
age of an intact object instance at all image positions but the test
object’s center. In summary, only the inverse schlieren method
provides reliable spatial information about the defect.

3D-misalignment In this virtual scene the test object is moved
out of its indended position along the optical axis. The test object
is not moved perpendicular to the optical axis since all three meth-
ods would by principle reveal such a misalignment. In practice,
such misalignments have to be detected, e.g., in the case of com-
plex and high-precision optical systems where the 3D-positions
of the individual components are crucial parameters.

The resulting inspection images are shown in Fig. 17. Ap-
parently, the inspection image obtained with the inverse schlieren
method differs mostly with respect to the image of the correctly

positioned test object. Besides a slight blur, the images obtained
with the parallel illumination and the area illumination show no
indication of a misalignment of the test object. Since the light
field emitted by the light field emitter of the inverse schlieren
method has been captured for a correctly positioned object, any
misalignment of the test object results in a changed deflection
characteristic and thus in a different inspection image.

6 Discussion
The experiments described in the previous section allow to

qualitatively compare the suitability of the studied optical setups
with respect to the detection of certain classes of material de-
fects inside transparent objects. Table 1 summarizes the obtained
results. In total, these early experiments show that the inverse

Table 1. Qualitative results of the conducted experiments.
X: Defect can be detected; ◦: defect might be detected; ×: de-
fect cannot be detected; a: detectability depends on the de-
fect’s position; b: defects are captured but are hard to detect
in the inspection image; c: only severe instances of the defect
can be detected.

Parallel Area Inverse
illumination illumination schlieren

Enclosed
◦a X Xabsorbing

impurity
Enclosed

◦a ◦b Xscattering
impurity
Incomplete ◦ac ◦bc X3D-shape
Differences

◦a ◦b Xof the index
of refraction
3D-position × × Xmisalignment

schlieren method outperforms the other evaluated inspection se-
tups. However, in contrast to the other optical setups, the pre-
sented method requires a high resolution light field and a dis-
play that is capable of emitting the acquired light field. Such dis-
plays are currently being developed for providing consumers with
glasses-free 3D-vision [9, 19, 10, 20, 17]. Whether these kinds of
displays are suitable for industrial inspection applications still has
to be tested.

Another drawback of the presented method is that every indi-
vidual class of test objects might have a specific optimal distance
or even orientation with respect to the light field emitter. Con-
sider the double-convex lens used in the experiments for exam-
ple. If the light field sensor was placed in the lens’ focal point, the
sensor would need only a single spatial element with a high angu-
lar resolution. Conversely, for increasing distance to the lens, the
emitter would have to be large and have a high spatial resolution,
i.e., contain many spatial elements with a low angular resolution.

The inverse schlieren method is comparatively sensitive to
the position of the test object. Depending on the actual inspection
application, this could be an advantage or render the approach
inapplicable.
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7 Conclusion
This paper presents a novel method for visually inspecting

transparent objects. The so-called inverse schlieren setup emits
an inverse light field that reveals differences of the test object with
respect to an intact object instance. By this means, the presented
approach is able to detect absorbing or scattering impurities, de-
fects resulting in an incomplete 3D-shape, differences of the index
of refraction and a misalignment of the object in 3D-space.

Simulations of the inverse schlieren method using a physi-
cally based rendering framework proves the concept and shows
that the method is competitive with established optical inspection
setups.

However, in order to build a prototype, a suitable way of
emitting the light field still has to be found. For this purpose,
future work is planned on evaluating different types of light field
emitters like 3D-displays using parallax barriers or lenslet arrays
and holographic approaches.
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Figure 12. Simulated inspection images for an intact, i.e., a defect-free test object.
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Figure 13. Simulated inspection images for a test object containing two absorbing impurities. The defect located in the test object’s center is visualized by all

three inspection setups with high contrast. The defect located near the boarder of the test object can only be seen in the inspection images obtained using the

area illumination and the inverse schlieren approach.
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Figure 14. Simulated inspection images for a test object containing scattering impurities. The telecentric illumination is capable of revealing the defect in the

test object’s center with high contrast. The inspection image obtained using the area illumination does not visualize any defect. On the contrary, the inverse

schlieren approach shows both defects with high contrast.
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Figure 15. Simulated inspection images for a test object with an incomplete 3D-shape (test object 1 shown in Fig. 10). The defect is visible in all three

inspection images. However, only the inverse schlieren approach allows to correctly infer the size of the defect.
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Figure 16. Simulated inspection images for a test object whose index of refraction does not match the index of refraction of the reference object. The bright

circle in the inspection image obtained using the telecentric illumination has a smaller radius because of the higher index of refraction. The inspection image

corresponding to the area illumination is slightly darker since more rays of sight miss the illumination, which allows to infer that the whole volume of the test

object is affected by a defect. This also applies to the inspection image resulting from the inverse schlieren approach, where nearly the whole volume of the test

object does not direct any light to the camera.
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Figure 17. Simulated inspection images for a test object that is moved along the optical axis away from its intended position. The misalignment of the test

object is only visible in the inspection image obtained using the inverse schlieren approach. In the respective image, the structures visible inside the test object

are magnified pixels of the light field emitter.
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